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Abstract. The goal of the study is to design a web browser that has all unique properties of a normal web browser and to help the user who is not good a foreign language by translating the web sites based on word translation. Also the users will be able to chat each other by the chat module. The destination group of the study is the users that has no enough foreign language ability. The interface of the web browser is very user-friendly so any user can use the program easily.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet is a world wide communication network that is continuously growing. Today, the most effective way to reach information in an easy, inexpensive, fast and reliable manner and to share it is to use the Internet.

People can now carry out their works, shopping and even education from the Internet and communicate with each other through it. The number of registered e-mails has increased rapidly in the recent years and the Internet has also generated its own culture. The applications are required as the Internet comes into our life. Chat environments and software constitute a very good example for this. Today there are many different chat environments and web browsers; however there is not a common usage yet.

There are various problems that prevent it from becoming a common platform, despite is wide usage. For example, when you conduct a search based on a keyword, you are faced with sites in languages other than your native language. However, unless we know foreign language very well, we shall probably not be able to use these sites. Even if we assume that a person may know more than one language, it may not be possible for him/her to know all of them very well.

We have attempted to bring a solution to this problem with the software that we developed. We have enabled users to realize on a single platform all that they need on the Internet. We have developed an easy to use and comprehensible browser that includes an integrated chat application, a word based translator module that can be adjusted according to the foreign language level of the user. Alternative for each module of this application exists. MSN Messenger can be shown as an example to the ”Chat Module” and Babylon and Systran for the ”Translation Module”.

The modular structure of this developed application has been explained in the paper and a general comment and evaluation have been made in the last section.

2. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE BROWSER

The developed web browser is a comprehensive and easy to use program with its menus. Its structure and general appearance has been given in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

1 http://www.dejavu.org, “The history of the web”
The developed application consists of "Web Browser Module", "Chat Module" and "Word Based Translator Module".

**Figure 1.** Word based translator and chat application integrated with the web browser

**Figure 2.** Word based translator module
2.1. The Web Browser Module

The web browser module has been designed such as not to required the user to start more than one program. The possibility has been provided to the user within the program to open more than one browser. The web browser supports JavaScript, Flash and other plug-ins\(^2\). It uses the same libraries as the Internet Explorer.

2.2. The Chat Module

The purpose of the module is to provide the opportunity to the users to establish a common platform and communicate with each other. The users can also send offline messages to each other in the chat module.

2.3. The Translator Module

The aim of the Translator Module is to ensure that Internet pages other than the mother language of the user are more comprehensible. To enable the user to understand an Internet site in any language is the aim of this work. The application conducts a word based translation of a page in a foreign language. After the page that user opens is loaded, its word based translation is shown next to it.

Certain formal problems were encountered in the Translator Module of the work. When we translate the page we encounter as word based in other words, instead of words themselves if the translation of those words is written, a text is created that has no meaning. Also, the layout of the page is deformed. In order to prevent these complexities, a different displaying method has been used in the application. A symbol has been placed beside the translated words. When you bring the mouse pointer over the word in order to lean its meaning, the meaning of the word is displayed.

Thus the original layout of the page is not distorted. The user shall see a screen such as the one in Figure 3.

![Figure 3](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browser, “Web Browser-Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia”)

There is a menu with three options in the Translation Module for the user. With this menu, one is chosen from the options “beginner, intermediate and advanced” and thus the translation of all the words is prevented and time is saved.

The Translator module has not been written especially for or dependent on any specific language. The purpose was to have it support all languages. Its current version supports only English; however it has been designed so as to support other languages once the word database is loaded. Also, it has been designed to store the word based translated (processed) text in a directory (temp). This way, there is a chance to return to the page later and continue reading.

Other than automatic translation, the user can also do manual word search. The system also has a dictionary menu and additionally, the meaning of any selected word can be displayed by pressing “Ctrl + T”.

3. STRUCTURE AND ALGORITHM OF THE WORD BASED TRANSLATION MODULE

The translation structure of the application is word based and words are translated one by one from the HTML (Marshall, 1977) code. As mentioned above, certain restrictions have been put in order to prevent the web browser from translating all the words on the page. First, a list has been made of the words most used in that foreign language. Since Turkish-English word based translation has been taken as example in this study, there is a menu with three options in the Translation Module. With this menu, users can select one of “beginner, intermediate and advanced” language levels from the menu prevent the translation of all the words on the site and thus save time. These words are absolutely not used for automatic word based translation (pronouns, and, or, ...). For other words, the words are selected and translated depending on the foreign language level of the user.

Usage rate curves have been drawn out for 25 foreign sites (all the study has been conducted for English) in order to determine this foreign language level criterion. The curve drawn out for a single site has been shown in Figure 4. It is observed that these curves comply with the Zipf Law (Manning and Schütze, 2002) just like all natural languages. When we interpret these curves, we obtain the usage frequency on the page of each word. It also gives the knowledge or familiarity rate among people who do not know the language (or are new learners). By interpreting these ratios, we left 3 language levels for the user in our application: “beginner”, “intermediate”, and “advanced”:

• beginner: Meanings of all words can be seen other than ones known as frequently used, which are stored in the buffer database.
• intermediate: Words other than ones with usage frequency higher than 7 and higher can be seen.
• advanced: Meanings of words whose usage frequencies are 1, 2 and 3 can be seen. These are words used on the page with least frequency.

The time required by the Translation Module for determining words for which meanings are to be displayed to the user and reloading of the page, is approximately twice as much as the loading time of the page. Since it works in a word based manner, the Translation Module is designed so as to work with any language for which a word database is loaded.
Figure 4. Usage frequency curve of different number of words for the site “http://www.msn.com”

Table 1. Distribution of words according to usage frequency in 25 different sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Usage frequency</th>
<th>Number of different word</th>
<th>ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>%77,62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>%13,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>%3,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>%2,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>%1,43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>%0,95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>%0,48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>%0,24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>%0,24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>%0,24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>%0,24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>%0,24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 allows for a better interpretation of Figure 4. It shows that the 326 different words in row one have been used only once in 25 sites, and similarly, that the 55 different words have been used only twice in 25 sites.

4. CONCLUSION

contains the ordinary features of existing browser, it also includes a word based translator that helps the translation of a browsed page. Users do not have to use a separate dictionary program while browsing foreign sites in order to find the meaning of any word. The structure of the application supports all languages. The only necessary procedure is to introduce to the system the alphabet and dictionary of the language. The user interface of the web browser has been designed as simple and comprehensible. The user shall not have any problem using the web browser and shall have the opportunity to chat with persons using this web browser.
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